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Flaw behavior trends associated with pressurized-thermal-shock (PTS) loading of
pressurized-water-reactor pressure vessels have been under investigation at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory for nearly 20 years. During that time, twelve thermal-shock experiments with thickwailed (152 mm) steel cylinders were conducted as a pan of the investigations. The first eight experiments were conducted with unclad cylinders initially containing shallow (8-19 mm) twodimensional and semicircular inner-surface flaws. These experiments demonstrated, in good
agreement with linear elastic fracture mechanics, crack initiation and arrest, a series of initiation/arrest events with deep penetration of the wail, long crack jumps, arrest with the stress intensity factor (Ki) increasing with crack depth, extensive surface extension of an initially shon and
shallow (semicircular) flaw, and warm prestressing with Kj < 0.
The remaining four experiments were conducted with clad cylinders containing initially
shallow (19^-24 mm) semieiliptical subciad and surface flaws at the inner surface. In the first of
these experiments one of six equally spaced (60°) "identical" subciad flaws extended nearly the
length of the cylinder (1220 mm) beneath the cladding (no crack extension into the cladding) and
nearly 50% of the wail, radially. For the final experiment, four of the semieiliphcai subciad flaws
that had not propagated previously were convened to surface flaws, and they experienced extensive extension beneath the cladding with no cracking of the cladding.
Information from this series of thermai-shock experiments is being used in the evaluation
of the PTS issue.
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THERMAL-SHOCK EXPERIMENTS WITH LARGE, CLAD AND
UNCLAD TEST CYLINDERS
1.

INTRODUCTION

The pressurized thermal shock (PTS) issue pertaining to pressurized water reactors
(PWRs) has been under intensive investigation by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC),
reactor vendors, and utilities since the early 1970s, and these efforts resulted in issuance, by the
NRC, of the PTS Rule1 and Regulatory Guide 1.154 (Ref. 2). As an aid in formulating the rule
and Regulatory Guide, the NRC sponsored the Integrated Pressurized Thermal Shock (IPTS) Program, which involved development of probabilistic models and the subsequent calculation of the
frequency of vessel failure for three specific plants.^-5 The validity of the deterministic aspects of
the probabilistic fracture mechanics model included in the IPTS methodology was established to a
large extent on the basis of a series of thermal-shock experiments conducted with thick-walled steel
cylinders.^ These experiments were conducted without cladding, which normally "^.ists on the
inner surface of PWR pressure vessels and presumably influences the behavior of flaws in the
proximity of the cladding. An "acceptable" method for including cladding in the IPTS studies was
to account for its relatively low thermal conductivity in the thermal analysis and its relatively high
coefficient of thermal expansion in the stress analysis, and to assume that initial flaws penetrated
the cladding (surface flaws) and that the cladding had the same fracture toughness properties, including irradiation effects, as the base material. More recently, there has been a desire to obtain a
better understanding of the role of cladding. To address this need, "typical" cladding material has
been irradiated,7 dad-plate^ and clad-beam1^ tests with mechanical loading have been conducted,
and thermal-shock experiments, similar to the earlier ones, but with cladding on the inner surface,
have been conducted.'1
There has also been a growing interest in the effect of constraint on fracture toughness for
PTS-related conditions. The IPTS studies indicated that most flaws resulting in calculated failures
were very shallow (crack depth <15 mm), and beam experiments'2 indicate that such flaws may
have elevated toughness (relative to plane-strain values) associated with them (attributed to reduced
constraint). Yet, there is some concern that out-of-plane tensile stress, a relatively high yield
stress, and/or a steep gradient in stress13-14 could, at least to some extent, negate the elevation.
The thermal-shock experiments tend to address these phenomena because shallow flaws, steep
stress gradients, a relatively high yield stress, and a biaxial stress state are involved.
Another area of recent interest pertains to the possible existence and effects of lowtoughness sites, which, in principle, could result in a structure effective crack-initiation fracture
toughness as low as the crack arrest toughness of the material surrounding the low-toughness
site.15 The thermal-shock experiments tend to address this subject because of the extensive length
of crack front involved, which increases the chances of a low-toughness site existing. However,
no welds, other than the cladding (weld deposition), were included in the test cylinders, and it may
be that low-toughness sites are more likely to exist in welds than base material.
The purpose of this paper is to review and compare the thermal-shock experiments with
and without cladding, particularly in light of present interests in flaw-depth, stress-gradient, yieldstress, and stress-state effects on effective fracture toughness and the concern over low-toughness
sites. Detailed analyses of the experiments are still being conducted, and thus this paper does not
represent a final evaluation. Presumably there is more to be learned from these experiments as our
insights and analytical tools are improved.

2.

OBJECTIVES OF THERMAL-SHOCK EXPERIMENTS

As indicated in Figs. 1 and 2 and discussed in Ref. 11, a linear elastic fracture mechanics
(LEFM) analysis of a PWR vessel subjected to PTS loading indicates (1) essentially a biaxial stress
state; (2) steep gradients in temperature, stress, stress intensity factor (K[) and critical values of Kj
corresponding to initiation (incipient propagation) (Kic) and arrest (K[ a j; (3) a series of initiation
and arrest events; (4) initiation of very shallow flaws; (5) arrest with Kj increasing ^"ith increasing
crack depth (in a standard crack-arrest test Ki decreases with increasing crack depth); (6) warm
prestressing (WPS) with Kj < 0; (7) the possibility of long crack jumps that might introduce
dynamic effects; and (8) at least in the absence of cladding a short surface crack could extend on
the surface to become a long flaw with an increased potential for propagating radially. These indicated events and features raised questions about the applicability of lab-specimen K[c and Kj a data
for PTS analyses (constraint effects associated with shallow flaws and steep stress gradients;
arrested crack fronts; arrest with dKj/da > 0) and about whether warm prestressing, dynamic
events, and extensive surface extension would take place under PTS conditions. Obtaining
answers to these questions was a major part of the objective of the thermal-shock program.
The objective also included, of course, a determination of the behavior of flaws in the presence of cladding. By comparison with an unclad vessel, the presence of cladding (1) reduces the
severity of the PTS thermal shock (relatively low thermal conductivity) and thus tends to reduce the
potential for propagation of flaws; and (2) introduces high thermal stresses near the surface
(relatively high coefficient of thermal expansion) and thus tends to increase the potential for propagation of surface flaws. As suggested in Refs. 16-18, the cladding provides a crack-mouth closing force for subclad flaws (Fig. 3) that reduces Ki relative to that for a surface flaw. The crackmouth closing force is essentially equal to the stress in the cladding times the thickness of the
cladding, and for severe thermal-shock loading conditions this stress is the "yield" stress. The
possible benefit of cladding for a subclad flaw, relative to a surface flaw and in terms of reducing
Ki for the portion of the crack front in the base material, is dependent on the extent of stretching of
the cladding over the crack. As the stretching increases, the benefit decreases. Because of complexities associated with modeling of the crack tip at the clad/base interface, the accuracy of the calculated extent of stretching is quite uncertain. Thus, an experimental determination is necessary
and was included in the scope of the thermal-shock experiments with a clad cylinder. 11
Another cladding-related phenomenon that is difficult to model at the present time is the
tendency for either a surface or subclad flaw to propagate beneath the cladding. If subclad propagation (tunneling) is restricted, limiting the length of the flaw, the potential for radial propagation
will be less.
3.
3.1

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS

Test Cylinders

Nine thermal-shock experiments (TSE-4, 5, 5A, 6-11) are discussed in this paper. Each
was conducted with a test cylinder fabricated from A508 steel with class-2 chemistry. Three different heat treatments were used, the difference being in the tempering temperature following
quenching in water from the austenitizing temperature (860°C). At the rime of quenching, the
cylinders were oversize so that final machining would preclude significant residual stresses. The
length of the cylinders was sufficient to eliminate significant end effects in the central portion of the
cylinder. New, unclad, test cylinders were used for each of the first five experiments (TSE-4, 5,
5A, 6, and 7), and one additional cylinder, clad on the inner surface, was used for TSE-8, 9, 10,
and 11. Two cladding materials were used for the clad cylinder (Fig. 4), and both were applied by
the strip-cladding, submerged-arc process. Stainless steel 304L was applied to a 90° segment,
while the remaining 270° was clad with Inconel 600. All test cylinders but the one for TSE-4 were

the same in length and outside diameter. The test cylinder for TSE-4 was smaller and had a small
enough ratio of diameter to wall thickness to preclude deep penetration of the flaw. A summary of
descriptive material is provided in Table 1, and more detail is given in Refs. 6, 11, 19, 20, and 21.
Photographs of a clad and unclad test cylinder are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
Table 1. Summary of test conditions for ORNL thermal shock experiments
Experiment
Parameter

Cylinder dimensions, mm
Outside diameter
Wall thickness
Length
Cladding thickness
Cylinder material
Designation
Tempering temperature, °C
RTNOT, °C

Yield stress at 22°C, MPa
Flaw (initial)
Type
Orientation
Length, mm
Depth, mm
Thermal shock
Initial temperature of cylinder, °C
Initial temperature of coolant, °C
Quench medium
a

AQ = as quenched.
*LS = long, surface.
C
SS = short, surface

3.2

TSE-4

TSE-5

TSE-5A

533
152
914

991
152
1220

991
152
1220

AC?
75
900

613
66
682

LS 6
axial
914
11

LS, SSC
axial, circum.
1220, 10
16

LS
axial
1220
11

LS
axial
1220
7.6

SCS^
axial
37
14

288
-25
W/A*

96
-196
LN2*

96
-196
LN2

96
-1%
LN2

96
-196
LN2

d

TSE-7

991
76
1220

991
152
1220

A508, Class 2 chemistry
704
679
613
10
66
-1
581
682
449

scs = semicircular, surface.
SES = semielliptical, surface.
fSESC = semielliptical, subclad.
e

TSE-6

TSE-8,9,10,11

991
152
1220
5.6

620
66
520
SES, e SESCf
axial
114, 38 (Fig. 7
19)
96
-196
LN 2

SW/A = water/alcohol.
fc
LN2 = liquid nitrogen.

Flaws

Initial flaws for the experiments were "shallow" (<19 mm) and were generated with the
electron-beam, hydrogen-charge technique,22 which results in a sharp, arrested crack for the initial
flaw. All intended flaws were oriented in an axial direction. For experiments TSE-4, 5, 5A, and
6, the intended initial flaws were surface cracks that extended the length of the test cylinder with
uniform depth. The flaw for TSE-7 was a semicircular surface crack. The test cylinder used for
TSE-8, 9, 10, and 11 had multiple flaws with arrestor holes in close proximity in an attempt to
control interaction effects after flaw extension. As indicated in Figs. 4 and 7, there were six.

equally spaced (60°), 6/1 semielliptical, subclad flaws for TSE-8. Following TSE-8, two semicircular surface flaws were added, and following TSE- 30 four of the subclad flaws in the Inconelclad area were converted to surface flaws by slitting the cladding; these latter flaws had not propagated previously.

3.3

Experiment Technique

To simulate radiation embrittlement and otherwise provide appropriate conditions for propagation of flaws, it was necessary to use a low-temperature thermal-shock medium and, for some
experiments, a low-tempering temperature (both of which contributed to low-fracture toughness)
and a severe thermal shock (high stress intensity factors). This is not surprising when we recall
that flaw propagation in PWR vessels is predicted only when considering high fluences, high copper and nickel concentrations, lower-bound fracture toughness, and severe transients.
The desired thermal-shock conditions were achieved for TSE-4 by heating the test cylinder
to 288°C and quenching the inner surface with an alcohol/water mixture at -25°C. For all successive experiments the test cylinder was heated to 96°C and quenched with liquid nitrogen (~-196°C).
For the latter experiments, the ends and outer surface of the test cylinder were thermally insulated.
After heating, and with all instrumentation attached, the test cylinder assembly was lowered into a
tank of liquid nitrogen. (A special surface coating was used to promote nucleate boiling, which
provided the necessary high heat transfer coefficient.) The thermal shock was delayed, until full
submergence of the test cylinder, by a gas bubble, trapped in the cavity, that was released after
complete submergence was achieved. This procedure resulted in a very uniform thermal shock to
the inner surface.
Instrumentation included 15 thermocouple thimbles with 12 thermocouples each for measuring the temperature distribution in the wall during a transient; weldable strain gages, as crackopening-displacement gages, for detecting the times of initiation/arrest events, and, indirectly, for
determining crack depth; and ultrasonic instrumentation for detecting time of events and crack
depth.
After the final experiment with a specific test cylinder, the flawed region was removed and
the fracture completed, by mechanical means, at liquid-nitrogen temperature to reveal the fracture
surfaces. In some cases, examination of the fracture surfaces was aided by scanning electron
microscopy.

3.4

Specific Purpose of Each Experiment

Generic: to demonstrate that linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) is valid for application to PTS loading. One way of doing this is to compare the thermal-shock-experiment critical
values of Ki corresponding to the initiation and arrest events with Kfc and Kj a data measured with
standard specimens. This could be an oversimplification, however, if, for instance, out-of-plane
stress, a relatively high yield stress, and/or very steep stress gradients, all of which were characteristic of the specific thermal-shock experiments,6 nullified lack-of-constraint enhancement of fracture toughness associated with the shallow flaws tested under uniaxial, shallow-gradient-stress
conditions. 12
TSE-4: to demonstrate initiation and arrest. It was not anticipated that more than one initiation/arrest event would take place because of the stiffness of the wall (low ratio of radius to wall
thickness).
TSE-5: to demonstrate a series of initiation/arrest events with deep penetration of the wall
and with warm prestressing limiting the number of events.
TSE-SA: the same as that for TSE-5, with the addition of arrest with dKi/da > 0. The
fracture toughness was purposely greater than for TSE-5 ( R T N D T - I0°C for TSE-5A compared to
66°C for TSE-5).

TSE-6: to demonstrate that as a result of a very long crack jump, dynamic effects would
not be large enough to drive the flaw completely through the wall. A thinner wall (higher radiusto-wall-thickness ratio) was required to achieve the long crack jump.
TSE-7: to demonstrate that in the absence of cladding an initially short surface flaw
would extend on the surface in a single event to become a long flaw.
TSE-8: to evaluate the behavior of subclad flaws.
TSE-9: to evaluate the behavior of shallow, semicircular, surface flaws in the presence of
cladding. The intent was to terminate the experiment after the first event so that the fracture contour associated with the first event could be determined. (The occurrence of a subsequent event
might prevent that determination.)
TSE-10: to evaluate the behavior of shallow, semicircular, surface flaws in the presence
of cladding. As opposed to TSE-9, the duration of the transient was to be sufficient for all possible events to take place.
TSE-11: to evaluate the behavior of shallow, 6/1 semielliptical, surface flaws in the presence of cladding.

4.
4.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Temperature Transients

The temperature transients achieved (Figs. 8 and 9) were such that within 2 min the innersurface temperatures rlropped 270°C for TSE-4 and 170-240°C for the subsequent experiments.
The rather large variation for the latter experiments was not intentional but was due in pan to unintended variations in the surface coating that must be used to enhance the fluid-film heat transfer coefficient. The initial rate of decrease in surface temperature was greater for the clad test cylinder
because of the insulating effect of the cladding, and was greater yet for TSE-4 because of forcedconvection cooling. In all cases, the initial difference in temperature between test cylinder and
quench medium was about the same (~300°C).
4.2

Fracture Behavior

The evaluation of the actual flaw behavior involves a calculation of Kj, K]C, and Ki a . To
minimize uncertainties, these parameters were calculated using the measured temperature distributions. Also, some fracture-toughness data were obtained specifically for the test-cylinder materials, and these data were used in conjunction with an existing data base2^ to obtain best-estimate
values. LEFM two- and three-dimensional (2-D and 3-D) finite-element models were used for calculating Ki values for TSE-4, 5, 5A, 6, and 7, but for TSE-8, 9, 10, and 11 elastic-plastic fracture
mechanics (EPFM) models were used to account for the large amount of plasticity in the cladding.
Values of Ki/K[C mentioned below are consistent with this approach.

4.2.1

TSE-4

During TSE-4 there was one initiation/arrest event (Figs. 10 and 11). It took place at 152 s
into the transient, and the best-estimate value of KI/KI C at the time of initiation was 1.06. A second
initiation event was prevented by WPS. The flaw extended 10 mm and arrested with dKi/da = 0.
As indicated by the set of critical crack depth curves (Fig. II),* there is reasonably good agreement
between predicted (using actual temperatures) and actual flaw behavior.

* A set of criucal-crack-dcpih curves consists of a plot of crack depths corresponding to initiation and arrest
events and incipient WPS (K f = 0), all as a function of lime in the transient.

4.2.2

TSE-5

During TSE-5 there were three initiation/arrest events associated with the intended long,
axial flaw, and WPS prevented a fourth event (Figs. 12 and 13). As indicated in Fig. 13, the second event was delayed, indicating an elevated toughness and thus resulting in a rather long crack
jump. The long jump introduced the possibility of dynamic effects, but the good agreement between calculated (static analysis) and actual arrested crack depth indicates dynamic effects were not
significant
An unintended and initially undetected surface flaw with a surface length of only 10 mm, a
depth of 16 mm, and a circumferential orientation (a cross crack in the EB-weld fusion zone used
to generate the long axial flaw) extended on the surface, bifurcating many times, to become a very
long flaw (Fig. 14). This confirmed a predicted behavior that was to be investigated in a later experiment (TSE-7). Propagation of this flaw occurred after propagation of the long axial flaw and
thus did not influence propagation of the latter flaw.
4.2.3

TSE-5A

During TSE-5A there were four initiation/arrest events with WPS preventing a fifth event
(Fig. 15). Following incipient WPS (Kj = 0 ) , Ki/Kj c reached a maximum value of 2.3, and yet
initiation did not take place. Thus, WPS (no initiation with Kj < 0) was demonstrated in a reasonably convincing manner, and once again there was good agreement between prediction and
experiment.

4.2.4

TSE-6

During TSE-6 there were two initiation/arrest events with a final arrest 95% of the way
through the wall (Figs. 16 and 17). The static LEFM analysis predicted the deep arrest, but there
was concern that dynamic effects might drive the flaw completely through the wall. Apparently,
dynamic effects were negligible.

4.2.5

Comparison of fracture-toughness data from TSE-4, 5, 5A, and 6

A comparison of standard-specimen Kj c and Ki a data* with the critical Kj values corresponding to the initiation and arrest events detected during the ORNL thermal-shock experiments
and a similar French experiment 24 (Figs. 18 and 19) shows good agreement and thus indicates that
LEFM is valid for PTS loading, assuming that the shallow initial flaws would not exhibit a substantially elevated toughness. Shallow-flaw data obtained with beams subjected to bending 12 indicate that the first initiation events for TSE-5 and TSE-6 were at too low a temperature to exhibit
elevated toughness; however, for TSE-4, TSE-5A and the French experiment, they were not.
Even so, there is no evidence in Fig. 18 of elevated toughness. A possible explanation is that outof-plane stresses (nearly equal biaxial stresses under thermal-shock loading), and/or the relatively
high yield stress,** and/or the steep gradient in stress over the depth of the flaw resulted in a reduction in fracture toughness based on the single fracture parameter Ki (Refs. 13 and 14). This
possibility is under investigation at ORNL.

*The data used for the comparison discussed herein are those used 10 define the ASME lower-bound Kjc ar.d
Kja curves.23
**The room -tern perature yield stress for ihe shallow-flaw beams was -420 MPa. which is low compared to
the values for the test cylinders (Table 1).

The two relatively high data points in Fig. 18 correspond to the initiation events that preceded the two long crack jumps (TSE-5 and TSE-6), and in Fig. 19 it is not evident that the long
crack jumps had a significant effect on crack arrest (data points are within the scatter band).
Two other data points of particular interest in Fig. 19 are those corresponding to arrest with
dKi/da > 0. There is not a discernible difference between these data points and data obtained from
a standard crack-arrest test (dKi/da < 0). Thus, the latter data appear to be valid for PTS loading.
During TSE-5, 5A, 6, and 7, there were more than 12 initiation events involving crack
fronts totaJing mere than 1000 mm in length, and yet the existence of low-toughness sites is not
apparent; that is, Kj c values deduced from the experiments do not fall below the ASME lowerbound Kic curve. On the other hand, there is considerable overlap of the Ki c and Ki a scatterbands,
which implies that the lower pan of the Ki c scatterband includes the effect of low-toughness
sites.1-* Tnis is consistent with the notion that if a compact specimen containing a low-toughness
site fails, as opposed to exhibiting a pop-in, the existence of the low-toughness site results in a
relatively low value of Kj c but otherwise is not recognized. A pop-in eliminates the low-toughness
site without failure and presumably is not recorded as a Ki c value. Thus, perhaps the ASME
lower-bound K\c curve includes essentially all low-toughness sites that can result in failures.
4.2.6

TSE-7

During TSE-7, the shallow, semicircular flaw experienced three major initiation/arrest
events and, during the first event, extended on the surface, bifurcating many times, to become a
very long flaw (Fig. 20). The pretest analysis, which could not include the potential for bifurcation, indicated that the flaw would extend on the surface nearly the full length of the test cylinder in
a single event and subsequently experience two more initiation/arrest events with a fourth event
being prevented by WPS (Fig. 21). (The 2-D analysis presented in Fig. 21 is reasonably accurate
because the maximum value of K]/K[c for the semicircular and 2-D flaws of the same depth are
about the same, and the first event extends the surface length of the initial flaw.) Thus, there was
good agreement between prediction and experiment.

4.2.7

TSE-8

During TSE-8, one of the six flaws (flaw 3) experienced two initiation/arrest events, extending both the length and depth of the flaw (Fig. 22). Although there were obvious stretch
marks in the cladding over the extended flaw, there was no penetration of the cladding. The
maximum value of K(/Kic along the original crack front at the time of the initial initiation was at the
deepest point and was 0.8. The maximum values achieved for the other five flaws occurred
somewhat later and were nominally 1.0 (as a result of the extensive extension of flaw 3, there was
a loss of symmetry that increased Ki slightly for some flaws and decreased K; slightly for others).
This experiment demonstrated that even in the presence of tough cladding, a short flaw could extend in length beneath the cladding to effectively become a 2-D subclad flaw. Comparing TSE-8
with TSE-7 indicates that the presence of the cladding reduces the tendency for bifurcation and thus
the extent of "surface" extension.
The calculation of Ki for the portion of the crack front in the base material required modeling of the crack front at the clad/base interface, and this was done using a crack-tip blunting
model. 11 The low calculated value of K[/Kic for the first event (0.8) indicates that stretching of the
cladding over the flaw was greater than calculated.
4.2.8

TSE-9 and TSE-10

TSE-9 and TSE-10 included two semicircular surface flaws, one of which extended
slightly during TSE-9. Immediately following this event, which was nothing more than completion of crack generation in the EB-weld fusion zone, the transient was terminated by withdrawing

the test cylinder from the liquid nitrogen. Although of greater duration, the thermal transient for
TSE-10 was less severe (Pig. 9), and there was no further propagation. The maximum value of
Kj/Kic during TSE-9 for the portion of the crack front in the base material occurred at the clad/base
interface and was 1.3. This value, however, is based on the toughness of the base material in
essentially a quench-only condition, and it may be that the heat affected zone at the clad/base interface was tempered to a higher toughness. In any case, because the TSE-7 test cylinder was fully
temperated (RTNDT = ~1°Q, and because the TSE-9 transient was somewhat more severe (Figs. 8
and 9), it appears that the presence of cladding reduced the potential for propagation of the semicircular surface flaw. This is further supported by the lack of propagation during TSE-11, which
had a more severe transient.
4.2.9

TSE-11

The thermal transient for TSE-11 was substantially more severe than those for the other
experiments (Fig. 9). During the transient, the four 6/1, semielliptical, surface flaws propagated,
extending in length and depth without penetrating the cladding (Fig. 23 and Table 2). There was
some bifurcation that permitted flaw 6 to bypass the arrestor holes and extend nearly to the ends of
the cylinder. There is evidence in Table 2 that at 124 and 230 s initiation of one flaw triggered
others, presumably as a result of stress waves. Values of K[/Kic at the times of the first initiations
were 1.1 (clad/base interface) and 0.8 (deepest point) at 86 s and 1.3 (clad/base interface) and 1.1
(deepest point) at 124 s, all based on RTNDT = 66°C. The extension of flaw 2 at 86 s was restricted, as intended, by arrestor holes and thus had a negligible effect on the events associated
wrh the other flaws at 124 s.
Table 2. Events during TSE-11
Time (s)
;

Flaw

2
3
4
5
6

86

124

E*

E
E
E
E
E

192

______
230

390

a

E indicates initiation/arrest events.

Flaw 3, which had propagated during TSE-8, experienced four additional initiation/arrest
events, while the subclad flaw in the stainless-steel-clad region (flaw 1) and the two semicircular
surface flaws (flaws 7 and 8) did not propagate. The maximum value of KJ/KI C for flaw 1 prior to
WPS (~230 s) and prior to extensive propagation of other flaws (124 s) was 1.0, and it was at the
deepest point. For the semicircular flaws, the corresponding value was 1.5 at the clad base interface (based on RTNDT = 66°C) and 0.8 at the deepest point.

5.

SUMMARY

The thermal-shock experiments confirmed the validity of LEFM for severe thermal-shock
loading conditions by demonstrating the following flaw behavior trends in good agreement with
analysis:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

initiation of very shallow flaws;
arrest of both short- and long-crack jumps;
a series of initiation/arrest events with deep penetration of the wall;
the inability of a flaw to initiate with K( <0, even though Ki/Kjc » 1.0 (Type-1 WPS);
arrest with dKj/da > 0;
extensive surface extension in a single event and in the absence of cladding of an initially
short and shallow surface flaw; and
extensive subclad extension at the clad/base interface of an initially short and shallow surface
or subclad flaw, although the analytical model for subclad propagation is suspect because of
geometric complexities.

The validity of LEFM is illustrated in a quantitative sense by the good agreement between
critical values of Kj, corresponding to initiation and arrest events, and Kic and Kia values measured
with standard procedures. The good agreement in K{a values for a long crack jump should not,
however, be interpreted to mean that dynamic effects are necessarily negligible for PWR pressure
vessels, which have higher ratios of vessel radius to wall thickness.25-26 Also, the good agreement of Kic values should not be interpreted to mean that constraint effects associated with shallow
flaws will not be significant under more nearly typical PWR PTS conditions. This issue is
presently under investigation at ORNL.
There was no evidence of low-toughness sites other than the observation that some of the
Kic values deduced from the thermal shock experiments approached the ASME lower-bound Kjc
curve.
6.
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